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Introduction
Supervised learning algorithms require fully labeled training examples to learn classifiers. In many structured output applications such as taxonomy classification, multi-label classification, information extraction or sequence labeling in bio-informatics, getting labeled examples is expensive. Thus, semi-supervised learning algorithms ( [18] , [13] ) that make use of a few labeled examples together with a large number of unlabeled examples have become popular. However, all of these semi-supervised learning algorithms assume that label information for each labeled example is fully available. * Yahoo! Labs, Bangalore, India. ssrajan@yahoo-inc.com † Yahoo! Labs, Bangalore, India. charu@yahoo-inc.com ‡ Yahoo! Labs, Santa Clara, CA. selvarak@yahoo-inc.com
We consider the semi-supervised learning problem with weak supervision in which only partial label information is available for the examples. We illustrate the notion of partial label using some motivating applications below.
Motivating Applications
In hierarchical (taxonomy) classification of web pages, we may have label information only at the internal node level (not at the leaf node level) for many pages. For example, we may only know that a particular web page belongs to Science category but not whether the page belongs to the leaf nodes Physics or Chemistry. In practice, such a situation can arise from the requirement to expand the taxonomy by splitting leaf nodes further. Then, to reduce annotation cost, we may label only a few pages from each such leaf nodes. In a multi-label classification problem, a web page or image is associated with multiple categories represented by a multi-label output vector (with each bit taking a value in {+1,-1}). For example, a particular web page may belong to Finance and Politics categories. Partial labeling in multi-label output means that labels are known only for a subset of categories in the multi-label output vector. Following is a practical scenario in which such partial data arise. Suppose there are multiple annotators who label the examples, and each annotator judges the label only for a subset of categories (non-overlapping with other annotators); such a way of labelling may become a necessity when the number of categories is large. Furthermore, the set of examples given to each annotator may overlap. Clearly, when an example overlaps with all the annotators (thus, covering all the categories) we have a fully labeled example; otherwise, we have a partially labeled example. One advantage of having non-overlapping examples across the annotators is that we can get more number of labeled examples (though partial) for the same annotation cost 1 . In a web information extraction application, a record (a sequence of nodes) from a list page has multiple attributes. For example, a Book record will have attributes like Name, Author, Publisher etc. Similarly, a Restaurant record will have Name, Address, Phone etc, as the attributes. Now assume that we have some incomplete databases of Restaurant and Book names. Then, we can use these databases to annotate the attribute Name in extracted records from list pages 2 . Similarly, we may use PersonName, PublisherName dictionaries and address, phone regular expressions to annotate other attributes like Author, Publisher, Address and Phone. In such a situation, the records will only have partial information since the databases and dictionaries are often incomplete. But, the quality of annotation (precision) will be very high. It is clear from these applications that there is a need to design learning algorithms that can learn with partial labels.
1.2 Use of side information and Regularizations in Semi-supervised Learning Side information or constraints (on the labels of unlabeled data) that come from domain knowledge play a key role in getting significantly improved performance in semi-supervised learning. Joachims [13] uses label distribution of the unlabeled data as a hard constraint, to avoid the trivial (bad) solution of labeling the entire unlabeled data with same label. In [16] , a soft constraint (regularization) to match the model predicted label distribution with a prior label distribution is used. Entropy regularization is another form of regularization that prefers a solution providing predicted label distribution with less entropy (see [9] , [16] , [11] ). In [16] , experiments conducted on multi-class problems show that label regularization is crucial to get good performance; entropy regularization can further enhance the performance when included with label regularization, but it gives poor performance when used alone. While all the above mentioned works deal with semi-supervised learning where the unlabeled examples are fully unlabeled, our focus is on the problem of learning with partial labels that often arise in structured output problems.
Our Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are:
• we provide the ideas needed for expanding the usage of entropy and side information based label regularizations to the partial label scenario for structured output problems.
• we propose a probabilistic taxonomy classifier model using Cai and Hoffmann [7] attribute vector taxonomy representation (where each class is characterized by an attribute vector). In this representation, we introduce the notion of conditional 2 Any standard unsupervised technique such as [1] can be used to extract records from list pages.
class distribution that is useful in solving the problem of learning with partial labels.
• we introduce a probabilistic multi-label classifier model based on the linear (label) correlation model proposed in [10] , and show how different regularizations can be used in the partial label scenario.
• we conduct extensive experiments on real-life taxonomy and multi-label learning problems and demonstrate that significant improvements in accuracy are achieved by incorporating entropy and label (distribution or correlation) regularizations, when most of the examples are only partially labeled.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related work. Section 3 covers background on likelihood and marginal likelihood maximization approaches. In Section 4, we present our approach of using entropy and label regularizations in the partial label scenario; we take up two structured output problems, viz., taxonomy (hierarchical) and multi-label classification, and develop necessary probabilistic classifier models for these problems, and show how various regularizations can be incorporated. Experimental results on real-life benchmark datasets of these two problems are presented in Section 5. We briefly discuss in Section 6, how the proposed approach can be used in a more complex sequence learning problem. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
As annotation is an expensive process due to the human effort involved, significant attention has been given to the problem of learning with limited or no labeled examples by researchers from various communities viz., artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics and data mining. Semi-supervised learning [18] refers to the problem of learning when both labeled and unlabeled examples are available. In practice, depending on the problem and application at hand, different degree of labeling (that is, fully and partial) arises. For instance, in a binary or multi-class problem, an example is fully labeled when the label is exactly known; in a multilabel classification problem, an example is fully labeled when labels of all the outputs (classes) are known. Our interest in this paper is in learning with partial labels. Next we discuss works related to such learning.
Grandvalet and Bengio [9] , and Jin and Ghahramani [12] consider the partial labeling problem in the multi-class probabilistic modeling setting, where each training input is associated with a subset of class labels. It is assumed that the true label is a member of this set. Grandvalet and Bengio [9] propose a minimum entropy regularization based solution; however, there are no detailed experimental studies specific to the partial labeling problem. Jin and Ghahramani [12] solve the problem using the expectation-maximization (EM) approach. Nguyen and Caruana [17] propose a large margin approach for the same problem setting. Our work differs from the above mentioned works in two ways. First, our work is focused on structured output problems. Second, none of these works make use of label regularization which is crucial in getting significant improvement in performance -particularly, when the degree of labeling is low (for example, when the percentage examples for which labeling information is available at the leaf node level in the taxonomy classification problem is, say, less than 5%).
Liu et al. [6] proposed a semi-supervised learning method for the multi-label classification problem where the class label assignments for the fully unlabeled data are set such that the Frobenius norm between input similarity matrix and class similarity matrix 3 is minimized. Chen et al. [3] presented a graph regularized semi-supervised multi-label learning method that make use of input similarity matrix and category similarity matrix that captures the correlation information between the labels. In their method, the labels for the fully unlabeled data were obtained by solving a Sylvester equation. However, these methods do not solve the problem of learning with partial labels.
Mann and McCallum [16] devised a method called generalized expectation criteria (GE) to make use of prior or side information in semi-supervised learning. The GE criteria method essentially fits model parameters W in such a way that the model's predictions match certain expectation constraints. An important type of expectation constraint is to match the model predicted marginal label distribution on the unlabeled data with the expected label distribution. Such constraints play a very important role in semi-supervised learning to get improved generalization performance; this has also been demonstrated in applications like text classification [13] . Mann and McCallum [16] explored the above mentioned label distribution constraint by adding a label regularization function to the objective function. They demonstrate its usefulness on both multi-class and sequence labeling problems. Jiao et al., [11] propose to use entropy regularization for structured prediction problems. However, all these works consider the problem in the fully labeled setting whereas our focus and approach is for the partially labeled setting.
Kedar and McCallum [2] propose marginal likelihood maximization for the sequence learning problem with partially labeled nodes. Carlson et al., [8] propose partial perceptron learning for the same problem. Neither use entropy and label regularizations as proposed in this paper. Our experimental results show that these regularizations are extremely useful in getting significant performance improvements.
Background
In this work, we are interested in learning discriminative probabilistic models specified by the class conditional probability distribution function p(y|x; W), where x and y respectively denote the input and output representations of an example, and W denotes the model parameter vector.
Suppose we are given a set of fully labeled examples {x i , y i : i = 1, . . . , n} which are independently chosen from the underlying distribution. The model parameter W is learned by maximizing the regularized log likelihood function given by:
where the first term is a weight regularization term and λ M L is a regularization constant that trades-off data fitting with function smoothness for a fixed σ 2 . In structured output problems, y i involves multiple nodes and each node (j) is assigned a label y i,j ∈ Y where Y is the output label space.
Marginal Likelihood
In the partial labeling scenario, labels are known only for a subset of nodes; that is, y
i ] where the superscripts o and u respectively denote observed and unobserved nature of the node labels. When the examples are partially labeled, the likelihood p(y i |x i ; W) is replaced with the marginal likelihood function p(y
Unlike full likelihood, marginal likelihood is not neces-
2) may not be convex. This results in the problem of local minima. As pointed out by Grandvalet and Bengio [9] , semisupervised learning is a special case of learning with partial labels. For example, when y (o) i = φ (that is, no labels are observed) we have the fully unlabeled scenario for i-th sequence. Then, it is seen that such an example does not contribute to the likelihood term in equation (3.2) with the marginal probability summing to 1 (since y
= φ (that is, all the labels are observed), we have the fully labeled scenario. Then, the summation within the log term involves only one term, resulting in the standard likelihood function.
Our Approach
We are interested in getting improved generalization performance while learning with partial labels. For this purpose, we enhance equation (3.2) by providing additional regularizations. In particular, we propose to extend and use two types of regularizations commonly known as entropy and label regularizations (see [9] and [16] ). The key idea in our work is to use these regularizations along with marginal likelihood for structured output learning with partial labels, when partial labeling is available for some or all of the training examples. As we will see, our experimental results show that significant improvement in generalization performance is achieved in the partial labeled scenario with these regularizations. Although a big chunk of the improvement comes from using only label regularization, further improvement is achieved when label regularization is combined with entropy regularization.
Entropy Regularization
We define the entropy regularization (ER) function H i (W) for the partial labels scenario as:
i , x i ; W) is the class probability distribution of the unobserved variable y (4.3) becomes − yi p(y i |x i ; W) log p(y i |x i ; W)). When we add the entropy regularization function to equation (3.2), we get:
where λ ER is an entropy regularization constant which controls the amount of regularization. Note that maximizing entropy regularized marginal likelihood function (equation (4.4)) tries to decrease the conditional entropy function
Of course, this happens jointly with maximizing the model prediction probability on the observed part (i.e., the first term). Essentially, decreasing the conditional entropy function drives the prediction on the unlabeled part of the structure to be more confident.
Label Regularization
Label regularization is a simple and powerful idea that has been found to be very useful in semi-supervised learning with fully labeled and fully unlabeled examples [16] . Here, we propose to use label regularization in the partial labeled scenario. We add a label regularization term L LR (W) to equation (4.4) and get:
The label regularization term can be defined in different ways depending on the side information available. For illustrative purpose, we present a simple label distribution based regularization function here; later, we show how label correlation information in a multi-label classification setting can be used to define the regularization function.
Label Distribution Regularization (LDR)
Let q denote the expected label distribution in the partial labeled scenario where the distribution is defined over the label space Y. Let p(W) denote the model predicted marginal label distribution 4 in the unobserved part of the structured outputs; that is, p = 1 |U | i∈U p i where U and |U | respectively denote the set and size of the unobserved nodes, and p i denotes the model predicted marginal probability for i-th node. For notational simplicity, we drop the dependence on W. Then, we define 5 :
where λ LDR is a regularization constant, and G(q; p) measures the difference between the expected and predicted distributions. For instance, G(·) may be a Kullback-Leibler divergence or squared error loss measure; e.g., G(q, p) = ||q − p|| 2 . Note that when λ ER = 0 in equation (4.5) (via equation (4.4)), we refer the objective function as L M L−LDR (with label distribution regularization).
Illustrative Examples In the taxonomy classification problem, we may specify the expected label distribution over the classes represented by the leaf nodes. For instance, this distribution may be just uniform; this is the case in one of the datasets News20 used in our experiment explained later. Alternately, one could also define constraints at the internal node levels, if only such information is available. For example, we may just specify the expected fraction of documents in some of the internal nodes. Thus, in a general setting, p need not be a distribution.
In the multi-label classification problem, the expected fraction of documents may be specified for each output (class) independently. In this case, the label regularization term can be written as the sum of the label regularization term for each output:
where K denotes the number of outputs, q k and p k denote the expected and predicted label distribution respectively for k th output in the label space {−1, +1}. In the sequence learning problem, one can define label constraints in several ways. For example, the expected label distribution can be defined over the label space Y for the entire collection of n sequences. As an illustration, we may have information, such as the average number of label type Author is 2 per publication sequence. In this case, we expect 2n nodes to be labeled as Author and if there are total M nodes then p(Author) = 2n M . Alternately, we may also impose constraint for each partially labeled sequence. In this case, G(q; p) in (4.5) would be n i=1 g(q i ; p i ) where g(·) is again a divergence measure and i indexes the sequences.
Taxonomy Classifier Model
Consider a hierarchical tree structure with root node R and each leaf node representing a class. Following [7] , we associate a weight vector w r , r = 1, . . . , s where s denotes the number of nodes in the tree (with a specific order to index each node), and use an attribute vector representation model for each leaf node v ∈ L (L denotes the set of leaf nodes). Let Λ(y v ) = [λ 1 (y v ) · · · λ s (y v )] denote the attribute vector representation for v th node where y v denotes the path from R, and λ r s take binary value (1 if a node lies in the path and 0 otherwise). We define a scoring function 6 for v th (leaf) node as:
6 In document categorization problems linear kernel is often sufficient.
Then, inference is made as:
While [7] studies the support vector machine model, we are interested in building a probabilistic model. Therefore, we work with an extended multinomial logistic regression model, and define the class probability of a leaf node v ∈ L as:
.
We see that the conditional probability of a document belonging to a child node (v) given that it belongs to a parent node r is:
From the observations that a child has only one parent and a parent has more than one child 7 , the following properties hold:
1. p(y r |y v , x; W) = 1 2. Probability of a document belonging to a parent (i.e., internal node) is nothing but the sum of the class probabilities of its children given by:
p(yv|x; W).
As we propagate the probabilities upward to the root, the probability at the root node R becomes 1.
Using these properties we can rewrite equation (4.8) as: (4.10)
Furthermore, the conditional probability is not dependent on the weight vectors shared by the children (as the common terms in the numerator and denominator cancels out).
Likelihood and Regularization
We use equation (4.7) in the likelihood term (equation (4.4) ) when leaf node label is available for an example. When an example has only partial label (i.e., label information only at an internal node level), we use equations (4.9) and (4. . The scaling factor ( 1 T ) is useful in preventing the degenerate solution of all the examples having same probability score [16] . In all our experiments we used squared error loss (between the expected and model predicted label distributions) for G(·) in equation (4.5), and set T = 0.1. Note that the gradients of the marginal probability and entropy regularization term are straight-forward to compute for this problem.
Multi-Label Model
In this section we show how entropy and side information based label regularizations can be incorporated in a partial label, multilabel classification setting. Before that, we first describe the multi-label setting that we consider here; we make use of the approach suggested in [10] to define our probabilistic multi-label classifier model.
Let f (x, y) denote the scoring function for a multilabel vector assignment y defined as:
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, w and ψ(y) denote the model weight vector, and attribute vector (for y) respectively. Then, inference is made as:
where K denotes the number of classes (i.e., dimension of the multi-label output). Note that inference becomes intractable as the label space is exponentially large. While treating each class as independent can make the problem simple, it does not make use of vital dependency information across the classes. Hariharan et al. [10] considered a problem setup where the output variables are linearly correlated; i.e., they assumed that ψ(y) = Py where P is an invertible matrix that captures all the label correlation information. With this assumption they proposed an approach where the labels are densely correlated, but does not incorporate pairwise label terms in the prediction function. They showed that (1) the complexity (prediction as well as training in terms of the number of constraints) can still be reduced from exponential to linear while modeling dense pairwise correlations, and (2) incorporating correlation priors can result in improved prediction accuracy. While in [10] , Hariharan et al. worked in a large margin setting with support vector machines, we are interested in probabilistic models. Therefore, we propose a probabilistic multi-label classifier model with their linear (label) correlation assumption. It is easy to show that the model decoupling simplification (from prediction and likelihood perspectives) obtained in their formulation holds in probabilistic formulation as well.
Likelihood
The joint probability of the multilabel output y is given by:
y exp(f (x, y)) where W = [w 1 w 2 . . . w K ] and w k denotes k-th classifier weight vector. Note that the model weight (column) vector (w) is rearranged as a matrix of weight vectors and we have omitted the dependencies of P and W in the scoring function. Denoting Z = WP and z(x) = Z T x, we rewrite p(y|x; W, P) as:
Due to additive nature of y T z(x) and exponentiation property, the sum in the denominator factors into a product of K sums; therefore, p(y|x; Z) factors into K independent distributions, i.e.,
, z k (x) = z T k x and z k is k-th column in Z. Using this likelihood model, we write the basic weight regularized log likelihood function (equation (3.1) in the transformed space Z) as: (4.11)
where the first term is obtained from the regularization term:
and R = P T P. Note that the transformed weight matrix Z can only be learned jointly due to the coupling through R −1 . Therefore, although the joint probability distribution factors into independent distributions, interdependencies among the transformed weight vectors {z k : k = 1, . . . , K} imply joint learning of K classifiers. But, the key benefit due to factorization comes during testing where prediction can be done independently for each class k using z k (x) (i.e., y i,k = 1 when z k (x i ) ≥ 0 and −1 otherwise; here, y i,k denotes the label of i th example for k th class). Furthermore, factorization results in simpler log marginal likelihood and entropy regularization terms as explained next.
Marginal Likelihood
Recall that we compute the marginal likelihood for i-th example in the partial label scenario as p(y
p(y i |x i ; Z) (after replacing W with Z). Since the joint distribution factors into K independent distributions, the marginal likelihood function for i th example simplifies to
where L i denotes the subset of classes in K = {1, . . . , K} for which the labels are known. Then, we get the expression for L M L (Z) (by substituting equation (4.12) in equation (4.11)) as (4.13)
Entropy Regularization
Using the factorization property above and denoting U i = K \ L i , the conditional entropy function (4.3) reduces to:
Label Regularizations We consider two types of label regularizations, namely, label distribution regularization (LDR) and label correlation regularization (LCR).
In LDR, we assume that the expected label (binary) distribution for each output (i.e., {q k : k = 1, . . . , K}) is available, and use the label distribution regularization function mentioned earlier:
where λ LDR and {p k : k = 1, . . . , K} denote the regularization constant and predicted label (binary) distributions respectively. In all our experiments, we used squared error loss for G(·).
In LCR, we use the label correlation matrix R to regularize the classifier weights such that the model predictions of the labels (including the hidden labels) result in the desired R. Thus, we define the LCR regularization function as:
where ||.|| Finally, combining marginal likelihood, entropy and label regularizations, we get
In our experiments, we evaluated the usefulness of each of the regularization terms separately as well as in combination with others.
Experimental Evaluation
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods we conducted experiments on two structured output problems viz., taxonomy and multi-label classification problems using the models proposed in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. We compared the performance with the marginal likelihood method. We give details of the experimental setup and results for taxonomy and multilabel classification experiments in separate sections.
Taxonomy Classification Experiments

Datasets
We evaluated the performance of the various methods on two popular web taxonomy datasets viz., News20 and RCV-MCAT. The News20 dataset 8 consists of 19928 examples belonging to 20 leaf level categories. The taxonomy tree has a depth of 3 and has 28 nodes including the root. There are six nodes (belonging to categories Computers, Recreation, Science, Religion, Politics and Miscellaneous) at the first level and one of them (Miscellaneous) is a leaf node. There are seventeen nodes at the second level and fifteen of them are leaf nodes. The remaining four leaf nodes are at the third level. The number of features is 62061. The examples are uniformly distributed across the classes. We used a train/test split of 65% and 35%. The RCV 9 dataset (with single label) consists of 547655 examples belonging to 101 classes. For our experiments we considered a sub-tree belonging to a high level category MCAT with seven leaf nodes. This tree has a depth of 2 with a total of 10 nodes. There are four nodes in the first level and five nodes in the second level. The seven market related categories (leaf level nodes) are Equity, Bond, Forex, Commodity, Soft, Metal and Energy. The RCV-MCAT dataset has 154706 examples and the number of features is 11429. Since this dataset is relatively easy, we used a train and test split of 3% and 97% respectively.
Training
We set the regularization constants by computing 3-fold cross-validation log likelihood on the training data. To minimize computational complexity, we set the regularization constants for the different methods as follows. First, we set the regularization parameter λ M L ∈ {2.5, 12.5, · · · , 250} for the ML method. Then, keeping λ M L fixed, we tuned λ ER ∈ {0.02, 0.1, · · · , 62.5} for the ML-ER method. Similarly, we set λ LDR ∈ {12.5, 25, · · · , 800} for the ML-LDR method. Finally, keeping λ M L and λ LDR fixed, we set λ ER for the ML-LDR-ER method. We set σ 2 = 10000 and initialized the weights for the ML method with small random initial weights. For ML-LDR and ML-ER we initialized with the solution obtained from ML. Similarly, we initialized the weights for ML-LDR-ER to the solution obtained from ML-LDR. We set q to be the true label distribution. We used the L-BFGS quasiNewton method for optimizing the weights.
Evaluation Metrics
We varied the degree of labeling (d) by controlling the percentage of examples in the interval for which labels are available at the leaf level. When there were more than one level of internal node for a leaf node we randomly selected one of the internal nodes. We constructed 10 random train/test partitions and evaluated Macro-F1 score and accuracy on the test partitions. The Macro-F1 score is given by: 2PaRa Pa+Ra where the average recall (R a = 1 |Y| y∈Y R y ) and precision (P a = 1 |Y| y∈Y P y ) are computed from the recall and precision for each category (R y and P y ). We conduct Wilcoxon sign-rank test and make comparisons using the statistical significance results at the significance level of 0.05.
Experimental Results
The Macro-F1 mean and standard deviation performance over 10 partitions for the two datasets are given in Table 1 and Table 3 . The accuracy mean and standard deviation performance are given in Table 2 and Table 4 . The results are given mainly when d is small. This is because noticeable differences between the various methods were mainly observed for small d values. In these tables, the behaviors of the methods on the Macro-F1 score and accuracy were similar. Therefore, the following observations hold for both the measures.
The performance degrades as d decreases as expected. But, the degradation is more gradual for the methods ML-LDR and ML-LDR-ER. The standard deviation is higher for these methods when d = 1%. This is because on a couple of partitions, the performance improvements were around 5% (absolute) as compared to 20% − 30% (absolute) in other partitions.
ML-ER gives some improvement over ML when d is not very small. Though this improvement is not high, we observed the difference to be still statistically significant. ML-ER is inferior compared to ML-LDR. ML-LDR gives significant improvement over ML and the improvement increases as d decreases. This improvement is statistically significant. This gain is further enhanced by adding entropy regularization. This is clearly seen by comparing the performance of ML-LDR and ML-LDR-ER on the News20 dataset, for which the difference is quite significant. Although the performance difference between these methods may not be visibly high in the RCV-MCAT dataset, the results are still statistically significant. Thus, ML-LDR-ER gives the best performance.
Multi-label Classification Experiments
Datasets
We evaluated the performance of the various methods on two popular multi-label datasets, viz., siam-competition2007 and RCV-TopicsSubsets datasets 10 . The original siam-competition2007 dataset has 21519 training and 7077 test examples. It has 30438 features and 22 outputs. The average and maximum number of (positive) labels per example were 2.16 and 10 respectively. There are five different sets of RCV-Topics-Subsets dataset. We used the first set in our experiment, and this dataset has 3000 training and 3000 test examples. It has 47236 features and 101 outputs. The average and maximum number of (positive) labels per example were 2.95 and 12 respectively. For both the datasets, to evaluate the performance on different train and test partitions, we combined the original training and test examples, and constructed 10 random train and test splits of 70% and 30% respectively.
Training
We constructed a random train and validation split of 70% and 30%. The number of positive examples was significantly lesser compared to the negative examples for many outputs in both the datasets. So, to give same importance, we divided the marginal likelihood term for the positive and negative examples separately by their respective numbers. We set the regularization constants by computing the log likelihood of the validation set. To minimize computational complexity, we set the regularization constants for the different methods as follows. First, we set the regularization parameter λ M L ∈ {1, 4, · · · , 16384} for the ML method. Then, keeping λ M L fixed, we tuned λ ER ∈ {0.01, 0.04, · · · , 163.84} for the ML-ER method. Similarly, we set λ LDR ∈ {5, 25, · · · , 78125} for the ML- LDR method. Finally, keeping λ M L and λ LDR fixed, we set λ ER for the ML-LDR-ER method. We followed a similar strategy while doing experiments with LCR methods. In experiments involving LDR and LCR, we fixed λ LDR first; then, optimized for λ LCR in a scaled regularization constant set of λ LDR (given above); we used 1 2K as the scaling factor. We set σ 2 = 10000 and initialized the weights for different methods following a similar strategy used in the taxonomy classification experiments. We set q to be the true label distribution for LDR, and set R to be the averaged outer product of label vectors of the training examples. As in the taxonomy classification experiments, we used the L-BFGS quasi-Newton method for optimizing the weights.
Evaluation Metrics
We varied the degree of labeling (d) by controlling the percentage of outputs for which labels are available. For the siam-competition2007 dataset, we varied the percentage in the interval [0. , and for the RCV-Topics-Subsets dataset, we varied in the interval [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . We chose lower percentage values for the siam-competition2007 dataset because the number of training examples is significantly higher. The real benefits of label regularizations and performance difference between the methods are clearly seen only when the number of labeled outputs is small (as expected). Therefore, we report results (mean and standard deviation from 10 test partitions) only for percentage values in the intervals mentioned. We compare the methods on two multi-label classification performance metrics: (1) Accuracy (FULL) [5] , and (2) Macro-F1 [4] . Accuracy (FULL) is given by the percentage of examples whose predicted labels match true labels on all outputs, i.e., with zero Hamming loss; this is a stringent metric compared to the conventional accuracy computed by treating each label prediction, as in a binary classification problem. Macro-F1 of the multilabel classifier is defined as:
2PM RM PM +RM where P M and R M denote precision and recall respectively, given by,
T P (k), F P (k) and F N (k) denote true positive, false positive and false negative of k th classifier. We conduct Wilcoxon sign-rank test and make comparisons using the statistical significance results at the significance level of 0.05.
Experimental Results
The Macro-F1 mean and standard deviation performance over 10 partitions for the two datasets are given in Table 5 and Table 7 . The Accuracy (FULL) mean and standard deviation performance are given in Table 6 and Table 8 .
Let us first consider siamcompetition2007 dataset. On Macro-F1, we see from Table 5 that performance improvement of 3-9% (absolute) is achieved at lower d values with regularizations, compared to the ML method. We also observe that entropy regularization alone is not helpful; it improves the performance by 2-5% (absolute) at lower d values when combined with label regularizations, namely, LDR, LCR and LR (recall that LR has both LDR and LCR). LCR performs slightly better than LDR, and LR performs better than both LDR and LCR. In most cases, the observed differences are statistically significant. Similar observations can be made on the Accuracy (FULL) performance from Table 6 . Again, regularizations based methods perform better than the ML method by 0.2-2% (absolute). Note that zero Hamming loss is a stringent requirement; therefore, these improvements are significant. Now consider RCV-Topics-Subsets dataset. We observe from Table 7 that Macro-F1 performance improvement of 3-12% (absolute) is achieved with regularizations at lower d values, compared to the ML method. Unlike in the siamcompetition2007 dataset, the main contribution comes from label regularizations, and entropy regularization is not useful in this dataset. The performance with LCR is better than LDR. The behaviors of the methods on the Accuracy (FULL) performance are also similar. Regularizations based methods perform better than the ML method by 3-6% (absolute) (at lower d values). As in the siamcompetition2007 dataset, the observed differences are statistically significant in most cases.
Other Structured Output Models
In the previous sections, we demonstrated our approach on two popular structured output problems. The basic ideas that were used for handling partial labels in these problems are quite general and can be applied to other problems. For example, there are several structured output problems with applications in information extraction [2] where a sequence model is used to label words in text sequences (e.g., text contents in a web page). Below, we illustrate how our approach can be applied in one such model. We only describe the ideas; their implementation and experimental evaluation are left for future work.
For the sequence learning problem, we use conditional random field [14] . CRF is a Markov random field that defines a conditional distribution of the labels y of a sequence conditioned on the input x and this conditional distribution has the form: (6.14) p(y|x; W) = 1
where W denotes the model weights, C is the set of cliques present in the sequence and Z x is a normalizing constant; x c , y c denote the components of x and y present in a clique c, and f k (x c , y c )s are feature functions. In linear chain sequence labeling problems [14] , common feature functions are represented as f k (x c , y c ) where c is either a node clique c with y c ∈ Y or an edge clique c connecting two adjacent nodes in a sequence, with y c ∈ Y 2 . Thus, we have two types of feature functions, namely, node and edge feature functions. In general the individual feature functions take real values; in many cases they are boolean.
For efficient optimization of the objective function in equation (4.4) , it is important to compute the gradient ∂Hi(W) ∂w k efficiently and this quantity can be written as: i ]); for notational simplicity, we drop the dependence on x i . The second term in this summation can be computed efficiently when the conditional entropy and conditional feature expectation are available. Note that efficient computation is made possible in the linear chain CRF with Markov order 1 by using the special structure of F k (y i ) = j,j+1 F k (y i,j , y i,j+1 ), and efficient marginal probability computation using the Viterbi algorithm. For the case of semi-supervised learning with fully labeled and fully unlabeled examples, [15] proposes a method to efficiently compute the first term of the gradient. The key idea is to construct an entropy lattice and define a dynamic program with forward and backward computations [15] . We make use of this idea and compute the relevant quantities by clamping the labels of observed nodes. Due to space limitation, we omit the details. The computational complexity is same as in the method of [15] and, is O(m|Y| 2 ) (where m is the sequence length). To compute the label regularization term, the class marginal probabilities of the unobserved nodes and their gradients are used.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented the ideas of using entropy and label regularizations in the partial label scenario for structured output problems. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed methods on two popular structured output problems, namely, taxonomy (hierarchical) and multi-label classification. Experimental results strongly suggest using label regularization methods to get a significant improvement in both Macro-F1 and accuracy/zero Hamming loss performance, when the degree of labeling is low. In many cases, entropy regularization helps in improving the performance further. Results on other structured output problems such as sequence labeling will be reported in a future work.
